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AAIS™/KillFire

Company Profile
AAIS™ is an American company in the process of transferring its Huaruicom™ technology and production from
China to the USA. Huaruicom™ thermal camera technology detects both wildfires and building fires. We produce
infrared opto-electronic products for different industries, focusing on research and development as well as the
production and sales of infrared thermal imaging products, and industry systems management software.
Huaruicom™ Technology utilizes an international management model, and has obtained the ISO9001 quality
management system, the ISO14000 environmental management system, the weapons equipment-quality
management system certification GJB9001-C, and the OHSAS18001 occupational health and safety management
system certification. Huaruitcom™ Technology owns hundreds of software copyrights and national patents. The
company is a national, high-tech enterprise, that has won many industry awards, such as China's “Smart City
Construction Recommended Brand,” Security Industry “Innovative Product Award,” and China's “Most Valuable
Investment Enterprise.”
AAIS™ distributes these industry-leading, independent core technology and sustainable research and
development capabilities, specializing in intelligent laser night vision products, dual-spectral PTZ (Pan, Tilt and Zoom)
cameras, multi-spectral PTZ cameras, spherical turntables, infrared thermal imagers, SF6 gas leak detectors, nonrefrigerated/refrigerated cores, substation online temperature measurement systems, substation intelligent
inspection robots, human body thermal imaging thermometers, forest fire protection solutions, border and coastal
defense solutions, airport flight safety solutions, rail transit solutions, with commensurate production, sales and
service.

Our products are used for:


Monitoring- and early warning systems: Airport security; Nuclear substation perimeter monitoring; Oilfield
breaks and anti-theft, strategic materials warehouses, etc.



Border security: Anti-smuggling; Security management of land and building, rescue boats, salvage boats,
patrol boats, etc.




Geological disasters: Oil spill detection, Landslide detection; Forest fire prevention and monitoring, etc.
Waterway management: Maritime management; Marine dynamic monitoring; Fishery law enforcement;
Aquaculture safety;



Port and wharf management; Water conservancy disaster prevention; Hydrological monitoring, Bridge
collision prevention, etc.
Urban high-altitude observation: Crowd monitoring; Cultural relic protection, etc.



www.killfire911.com
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AAIS™ Technology

Program Overview
Our forest fire prevention (digital remote-warning monitoring linkage) command system interacts with the infrared
thermal imaging system to realize long-distance day-and-night monitoring. The system imaging technology has stable
performance that is not affected by weather and environmental factors. It can work normally in the daytime, rainy and
foggy weather, and in the dark of night. The system uses efficient video image information, 24-hour seamless monitoring,
and the only domestic object temperature difference analysis detection software. Using its combustion critical-temperature
automatic warning mode, the system has an infrared temperature, automatic induction measurement module - the
module's early warning function. It uses the difference between the temperature emitted by the object itself and the
ambient temperature for automatic analysis and calculation. When the temperature difference exceeds the set combustioncritical temperature, the system will automatically set off an alarm. It not only is capable of accurate assessment on a
burning flame, but also on the smoke state. The dark fire and spontaneous combustion of elevated temperatures can also
be detected, identified, and alerted. It adopts the dual modes of visible light fireworks identification as well as thermal
imaging temperature measurement and alarm. All-weather remote monitoring of forest areas is conducted without the
limitation of manual observation of fire conditions. The forest area management is digitalized and automatic, which reduces
expenses and management costs to the forestry department, improving work efficiency.
Front-end collection point:
Our Thermal Camera station generally sits at the commanding heights of fire watchtowers in forest areas, and will
include a visible light; a high-definition, fog-penetrating camera; a long focal-length, variable magnification, fog-penetrating
lens; omni-directional positioning pan/tilt; an outdoor shield; an intelligent fireworks identification module; a thermal
imaging camera; and a network switch, etc. The front-end acquisition equipment automatically scans the forest area. Using
the visible light, fog-penetrating camera, and the intelligent fireworks identification module, the equipment can identify
large-scale and long-distance forest fires, and provides a reliable basis for remote-command forest-fire fighting.
Transmission system:
The transmission system uses a combination of wired optical fiber transmission and wireless digital microwave
transmission. Digital microwaves are used at monitoring points where vegetation is dense or where it is inconvenient to lay
fiber optics. The video images and data are forwarded to the nearest monitoring point.
Monitoring Center:
Not only can comprehensive, clear, multi-screen, live images be obtained, but all data can be recorded and played
back. The focal length of the front-end camera and the pan/tilt can be remotely controlled. Data transmission, combined
with the longitude and latitude data of the GIS system, pinpoints the precise location of the fire, as well as the actual combat
requirements, the fire extinguishing path, fire-source analysis, plan management, and other subsystems.
System topology

www.killfire911.com
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AAIS™ Technology

Fire/Early Warning Monitoring Equipment
Multispectral surveillance PTZ (Pan, Tilt & Zoom) camera

Multispectral surveillance photoelectric turntable camera

Features:


The HRC-P6500 series long-distance dual-band intelligent night vision camera integrates high-performance
infrared thermal imaging mode and visible light camera mode. Equipped with a full range of precision
Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ), with network video transmission capacity. The visible light camera produces full-color images
during the day, and the thermal imaging component can perform image processing and temperature measurement
operations 24 hours a day.



Using the security standard interface, the analog video can be directly output to the monitor, and the video picture
can be viewed through the web page or the client network, and the raw data can be collected in a single frame or
continuously for secondary temperature analysis.



The whole machine has IP67 level (IP rating) protection, is solid and fully sealed, and the surface is anti-oxidation
and salt spray resistant. The anti-hurricane function can work normally with wind speeds of 150 kilometers per
hour. Camera is equipped with a remote defrosting and anti-fogging function and is waterproof and high and low
temperature resistant so it can work around the clock, regardless of various harsh environments.

Functions:


Visible light and thermal sensing dual-channel imaging output, day and night complement each other, visible light
and thermal imaging dual identification and early warning.



High-definition fog-free camera, mechanical filter switching, 135-level grayscale, automatic black level, contour
correction.



Large magnification zoom lens to meet the needs of the target area with automatic focus and preset functions.



Optional fixed focal length, field of view switching, continuous zoom lens, and electric focusing to obtain clearer
night vision images.



Strong adaptability to severe weather with distant infrared characteristics, it can image effectively even in darkness,
rain, snow, fog, smoke, and dust environments, IP67 level protection.



Unattended, automatic scanning, preset cruise, and other functions.



Integrated product, modular structure, remote fault diagnosis, remote power off and restart, easy installation and
maintenance.



It can be combined with GIS system for secondary development of target positioning function, with high
positioning accuracy.

HD effect

Through Fog Contrast
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AAIS™ Technology

Frequency-Transmission System Problems Solved
Microwave transmission
Microwave point-to-point transmission, when there is a mountain
block, the relay station is used for transmission, and the
transmission distance exceeds 30 miles.

Fiber optic transmission
There are no restrictions on micro-transmission distance and
bandwidth, and the transmission is stable and reliable, but the
construction of optical fiber wiring is difficult.

3G, 4G network transmission
The installation site needs to cover the 3G and 4G network, and
the signal is relatively good, but it is generally difficult to cover

Common problems and our solutions: Microwave transmission is often blocked by mountains. Generally,
microwaves are used to transmit data to the base stations of nearby operators, and the data is transmitted back to
the command center by leasing the optical fibers of the operator's base stations. If the signal cannot be transmitted
to the operator's base station through microwave, 3G and 4G transmission will be used. In the case of no mobile
phone signal and no operator's base station, a microwave relay station will be used to transmit the signal.

Weather Monitoring System Parameters
Collection elements:
Temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, rainfall,
atmospheric pressure, etc.
Construction site:
Next to fire video surveillance points or other locations
Data transmission:
The transmission adopts the video monitoring point
transmission link, and 3G and 4G network transmission can be
used when the construction is near the non-monitoring point

www.killfire911.com
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AAIS™ Technology

Power Supply System

If the cost of laying cables is too high, or the cable mains cannot be connected, the Camera system operates via
our wind-solar hybrid power supply system, which includes solar panels, batteries, wind blades, integrated controllers,
batteries, inverters, and lightning protection modules.
In areas with rich light conditions and/or wind energy resources, the batteries in the system ensure the
equipment can operate normally for 3 days of continuous rain and no wind. When light- and wind resources are not
sufficient, the number of batteries needs to be adjusted to ensure the system will operate normally.

Base Station Control System

Base Station Control System Capabilities:



Temperature control: The built-in heater and fan automatically start the fan when the temperature of the
control box is higher than 35 degrees Fahrenheit, and start the heater when the temperature is lower than 5
degrees Fahrenheit (the temperatures at which the fan and heater turn on are adjustable).





Lightning protection: Built-in Power Protection and Network Protection modules.
Data aggregation: Built-in industrial standard switch, and complete data aggregation in the control box.
Amplifier: Works with the anti-theft system to accomplish volume adjustment, and real-time transmitting
between the monitoring center and the video monitoring point.



Remote Power Off: When the monitoring equipment crashes or does not need to be turned on during the
non-fire prevention period, the equipment can be remotely powered off and powered on through text
messages, saving the power of the wind-solar hybrid solar system and realizing remote system maintenance.

www.killfire911.com
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AAIS™ Technology

Anti-Theft Alarm System

Surveillance Camera

Motion Detector

Alarm Speaker

Outdoor Audio

The anti-theft alarm system provides 24-hour monitoring of the bottom of the tower. When anything approaches
the tower, an alarm message will be sent out once the motion detector detects it. The voice intercom system provides
real-time voice communication between the personnel in the monitoring center and the personnel below the tower,
and immediately communicate with anyone attempting to climb the tower.

Device Installation



The equipment is installed at the commanding heights of the field, either on a new tower or on the operator's
base station. The height of the tower or station should be about 15 feet higher than the surrounding trees,
and at the same time, the lightning protection grounding of the tower should reach 10 ohms.





The anti-theft system is installed at a height of about 24 feet from the ground.
The weather station is either installed on the tower itself, at least a distance of 24 feet from the camera tower.
For the wind-solar hybrid power supply system, solar panels and fans are installed on the tower or a
foundation, and the



battery is either installed on the ground or buried.

www.killfire911.com
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AAIS™ Technology

Early Warning Fire Command Platform Functions

1. Video surveillance
Real-time access to the video of all front-end fire monitoring points,
and zoom, focus, rotate the pan/tilt, set the cruise path, etc.
2. Fire identification
Support visible light fireworks recognition, thermal imaging
temperature difference warning, two warning methods, and
screenshot processing of warning information
3. Video storage
The video of all monitoring points at the front end is stored, and the
storage time is 3 months (can be increased to 6 months according to
user needs). Video that exceeds the storage time will automatically
overwrite the oldest video.
4. Fire point positioning
Locate the hotspot according to the angle information returned by
the fire surveillance camera, including the hotspot alarm time,
latitude, and longitude.
5. Spread Simulation
The software obtains the monitoring data of the weather station in
real time, and calculates the development trend of the fire in a
certain period in combination with the digital elevation model and
small data, and simulates it in the platform.
6. Situation plotting
After a fire occurs, make a reasonable plan for how to put out the
fire and make a fire-fighting plan.
(For more functions, please consult AAIS™)
www.killfire911.com
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HRC-P6500 Series, Dual-sensor Smart Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ) Integrated Camera
Product Description
The HRC-P6500 series, long-distance, dual-band, intelligent night vision, pan-tilt camera integrates a high-performance
infrared thermal imaging module and visible light camera module that’s equipped with a full-range, precision pan and tilt,
network video transmission function. The visible-light camera provides full-color images during the day, and the thermal
imaging component can perform continuous image processing and temperature measurement calculations.
The security standard interface and the analog video provides direct output to the monitor or the video screen, and
can be viewed through the web page or client network, and the original data can be collected in a single frame or
continuously for secondary temperature analysis.
The whole machine has IP67-level protection, is structurally solid and fully sealed, with the surface sprayed with an
anti-oxidation and anti-salt spray film. Resistant to hurricanes, it can work normally at a wind speed of up to 93 miles an
hour. It has a remote defrosting and anti-fogging function, is waterproof, high- and low temperature resistant, and can work
around the clock regardless of environment. It can be used reliably in electric power environments, and for forest fire
prevention, highways, border defense, maritime scenarios, environmental protection, and other projects.

Product Features


Visible-light and thermal sensors’ dual-channel imaging outputs provide 24=hour continuous monitoring.



High-definition, fog-free cameras with mechanical filter switching, 135 gray levels, automatic black level, and
contour correction.



Large magnification zoom lens achieves the needs of the target telephoto, with automatic focus and preset
functions.



Fixed focal length, field of view switching, and continuous zoom lens are optional. With electric focusing, the
system will get clearer night vision.



Strong adaptability to severe weather, using far-infrared characteristics, effective imaging even in all-dark, rain,
snow, fog, smoke, and dust environments.



All-round integrated heavy-duty platform provides continuously variable speed control, and IP67 level protection.



Unattended, automatic scanning, preset cruise, and other functions.



Integrated product, modular structure, convenient installation, and maintenance.



The target positioning function can be combined with the secondary development of the GIS system, with high
positioning accuracy.



Application Scenarios



Monitoring and early warning: Airport security; Nuclear substation perimeter monitoring; Oilfield breaks and antitheft, Strategic materials warehouses, etc.



Border security: Anti-smuggling; Security management of land and building, rescue boats, salvage boats, patrol
boats, etc.



Geological disasters: Oil spill detection, Landslide detection; Forest fire prevention and monitoring, etc.



Waterway management: Maritime management; Marine dynamic monitoring; Fishery law enforcement;
Aquaculture safety; Port and wharf management; Water conservancy disaster prevention; Hydrological monitoring,
Bridge collision prevention etc.



Urban high-altitude observation: Crowd monitoring; Key cultural relic protection, etc.

www.killfire911.com
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AAIS™ Technology

Product Parameters
Name

Dual Spectrum PTZ Camera

Model

HRC-P6500Z36T75

Detection Distance

3-5km

HRC-P6500Z32T100

HRC-P6500Z62T150

5-8km

8-10km

Imaging device

1/1.8” CMOS

Pixel

HD 2 million pixels

Code stream

Support dual-stream, triple-stream simultaneous output

3D Noise reduction

support

Electronic image stabilization

Support

Visible light

white balance

Multiple modes available

imaging

Resolution

1920*1080, Adjustable down

device

Lens focal length

10-360mm

15.6-500mm

12.5-775mm

Optical magnification

36

32

62

Minimum object distance
aperture

3 meter

2.8m

F1.5-500

3m

F2.0-360

through fog

Support optical fog

auto focus

support

detector type

uncooled focal plane array

Spectral range

7.5-14μm

Thermal

focus

Motorized focus, auto focus

imaging

pixel

384x288、640x480 optional

device

Lens focal length

75mm

F4.5-C

100mm

150mm

false color

13 pseudo-color options

High temperature alarm

Support high temperature alarm, alarm temperature is adjustable

payload

Top load 50kg

Rotation angle

Horizontal 360° continuous rotation, vertical -45°～45°

control speed

Pan 0.01°/sec to 30°/sec, Tilt 0.01°/sec to 17°/sec

PTZ

Preset

256 preset positions

Timing function

Timed color to black, alarm, pattern scanning

angle return

Support pan-tilt horizontal and vertical angle return

Scale zoom

support

watch bit

support

way of communication

RS-422/RS-485

letter of agreement

PELCOD

Installation method

Flat base installation

power supply

DC24V

Operating temperature

-45℃～70℃

Physical

other

Support wiper, temperature control

Properties

equipment weight
Total power
Dustproof and waterproof

size

www.killfire911.com

38Kg
≤90W, with heating ≤140W

43Kg
≤100W, with heating ≤150W

46Kg
≤110W, with heating ≤160W

IP67
657(L)x378(W)x610(H)
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HRC-P6500 series (spherical), Multi-Sensor, Intelligent, Integrated Camera
Product Description
The HRC-P6500 series multi-sensor, intelligent integrated camera (spherical) observes, monitors, and searches for
targets through a high-performance color CCD/CMOS camera system during the day; searches for and observes targets
through an infrared thermal imaging system at night, and monitors forest fires through a high-sensitivity black-and-white
camera system, 24-hours a day.
The internal, industrial-grade, embedded control, electronic system provides organic integration of the visible-light
imaging system and the infrared thermal imaging system, which provides high stability control of zoom, focus, video
switching, and pan/tilt pitch/rotation. The overall shell is made of super strong aluminum alloy, with IP67 level protection,
ensuring the long- term operation of the equipment in the harsh environment of the field.
Product Features


24/7 monitoring and early warning



Color, black and white and infrared night vision multi-channel imaging system



Advanced laser lighting system, the illumination distance at night can reach 3KM



Has good resistance to carrier vibration and shock, specially designed for harsh environments



Provide RS422, 100M Ethernet and video output interface



The overall three-proof sealed nitrogen-filled structure of the outboard director is conducive to long-term use in
harsh environments



Unattended, automatic scanning, preset cruise, and other functions



It can be combined with GIS system for secondary development of target positioning function, with high
positioning accuracy

Application Scenarios
1.

Forest fire monitoring and early warning

2.

Suitable for installation on rescue boats, salvage boats, patrol boats, fishery administration boats, anti-smuggling

boats, and high-speed passenger ships
3.

Shore-based electro-optical surveillance and search system (CCS) and coastal radar surveillance system (RSS) form

a coast surveillance system, which is suitable for installation on towers, mountains, and buildings, etc.
4.

Channel digital remote day and night monitoring system

5.

Digital port terminal remote day and night video surveillance system

6.

Airport runway foreign object detection, aircraft take-off and landing safety, bird detection and positioning, flight

area perimeter safety tracking day and night monitoring system
7.

Sea area dynamic management, island digital remote day and night monitoring system

8.

Digital remote day and night monitoring system for border and coastal defense security

9.

Digital remote video monitoring system for anti-collision warning and bridge deck protection in bridge navigation

hole area
10. Fog navigation and night vision collision avoidance monitoring system for ship use.

www.killfire911.com
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Product Parameters
Name

Dual Spectrum PTZ Camera

Model

HRC-P6500QZ36T75

HRC-P6500QZ32T100

HRC-P6500QZ62T150

Detection Distance

3-5km

5-8km

8-10km

Imaging device

1/1.8” CMOS

Pixel

HD 2 million pixels

Code stream

Support dual-stream, triple-stream simultaneous output

3D Noise reduction

support

Electronic image stabilization

Support

Visible light

white balance

Multiple modes available

imaging

Resolution

1920*1080, Adjustable down

device

Lens focal length

10-360mm

10-360mm

10-360mm

Optical magnification

36

36

36

Minimum object distance

3 meter

3 meter

3 meter

aperture

F1.5-500

F1.5-500

through fog

Support optical fog

auto focus

support

detector type

uncooled focal plane array

Spectral range

7.5-14μm

Thermal

focus

Motorized focus, auto focus

imaging

pixel

384x288、640x480 optional

device

Lens focal length

PTZ

75mm

75mm

false color

13 pseudo-color options

High temperature alarm

Support high-temperature alarm, alarm temperature is adjustable

Shape

spherical

Rotation angle

Horizontal 360° continuous rotation, vertical -75°～75°

control speed

Pan 0.01°/sec to 60°/sec, Tilt 0.01°/sec to 30°/sec

Preset

256 preset positions

Timing function

Timed color to black, alarm, pattern scanning

angle return

Support pan-tilt horizontal and vertical angle return

Scale zoom

support

watch bit

support

way of communication

RS-422/RS-485

letter of agreement

PELCOD

Installation method

Flat base installation

power supply

DC24V

Operating temperature

-45℃～70℃

Physical

other

Properties

equipment weight
Total power
Dustproof and waterproof
size
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75mm

F1.5-500

Support wiper, temperature control
80Kg

80Kg

≤120W, with heating ≤150W

≤120W, with heating ≤150W

100Kg
≤120W, with heating ≤150W

IP67, Sealed with nitrogen
378(L)x378(W)x810(H)

520(L)x520(W)x980(H)
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AAIS™ Technology

Our Success Stories


Forest Fire Prevention Project in Shunyi District, Beijing



Hubei Suizhou Forest Fire Prevention Project



Forest fire prevention warning monitoring platform system in Jianping City, Liaoning Province



Fire Protection Project of Mawei Mountain National Forest Park in Fuzhou, Fujian



Heilongjiang Qiqihar Forest Fire Prevention Project



Sichuan Daocheng Forest Fire Prevention Project



Shanxi Luliang Forest Fire Prevention Project



Jiangxi Province Forest Fire Prevention Project



Jiangxi Ganzhou Forest Fire Prevention Project



Forest fire protection case in Jianzha County, Qinghai



Qinghai Tongde County Forest Fire Prevention Project



Shanxi Datong Nature Reserve Administration Video Surveillance System



Tianjin straw burning monitoring and early warning system



Jiangsu Sihong Hongze Lake Wetland National Nature Reserve Monitoring System Project



Special monitoring system for digital field detection of Xinjiang Bayinbulak National Nature Reserve Administration
Fire observation monitoring system construction project for the second phase of comprehensive management of
key forest fire danger areas in Longnan, Gansu



Fire observation monitoring system construction project for the second phase of comprehensive management of
key forest fire danger areas in Longnan, Gansu
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